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- I. INTRODUCTION. 
Though it has never been discussed in any systematic fashion, shape 

classification is an important process in Kwakw'ala. According to Allan's 
(1977) typology of languages in which shape class is an overt grammatical 
category, Kwakw'ala is most readily characterized as a numeral-classifier 
language: shape classifiers are Obligatory whenever a nominal is being 
counted or otherwise quantified. Howeyer, shape classification is a more 
complex and far-reaching process In Kwakw·ala. The usage of a number· of 
Kwakw'ala stems and locative suffixes is goyemed by shape class, and the 
central position of these elements in the language makes it impossible to 
ignore them in any treatment of shape classification. Overall, Kwakw'ala 
differs in some respects from generalizations various writers (e.g. Denny 
1979, Allan 1977, Lucy 1966) have offered about classifying languages. 

There have been no full descriptions of shape classification in any of 
the Wokoshon languages, though the glosses provided in Lincoln and Rath's 
Northern Wakashan root llst (19BO), and studies of lexical suffixes In 
Southern WaKashal'l \8l'1gu8ges (e.g. SW8desh 1939) suggest that it is a 
family-wide phenomenon. Boos' Kwokw'ola glossaries, grammar and 
dictionary (1911, 1947, n.d.) show he was aware of the problem, but he 
nowhere describes its nature and extent. The present essay does not 
adequately address the need for a full and systematic treatment. It Is 
instead a preliminary exploration of the ground such a study must cover. 

The sources ofl:he data for this exploration ore Boos' Kwokw'oio 
grammar and dictionary, and the many yolumes of Kwakw'ala texts written 

down by George Hunt (Boas 1921,1935-43, Boas and Hunt 1905, etc.). It 
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therefore applies to tum-of-the-century rather than modem usage; the 
latter appears to differ in some respects. 

2, NUMERAL CLASSIFIERS, 

Shape classification is obligatory in nearly all Kwakw'ala expressions 
Of quantity whiCh Involve a nominal. (In some cases It Is possible to express 
notions of quantity through verbal constructions.) The numeral classifier 
phrase is usually built up of Q-C-D N, where Q is -a quantifier stem, C a 
classifying suffix, D a demonstrative suffix and N a nominal. Other possible 
forms are N Q-C-D, Q-C N-D, N-D Q-C, and, elliptically, Q-C-O. 

1. 

I.a. mus~ami migat "four seals" 

(mu- "four: -s9am "bulky object (classifier): -i "demonstrative: migat 
"seal") 

I.b, mUKi bibaganam "four m~n" 
(mu- "four: :UK "human (classifier): -i "demonstrative: bibaganam "men 
(plural form of baganam 'man')") 

I.c. mucaqi ha?ana~am "four arrows" 

(mu- "four: -caq "long object (classifier): -i "demonstrative: ha?ana*am 
"arrows (plural form of hana*am 'arrow;)") 

I.d. mawi~~£ lualqalH "four house-dishes (i.e. dishes that are property of 
the chiefly line)" 

(mu- "four: -[aJ~~a "hollow object (ClaSSifier): -I "demonstratlYe: 
lualQali-i' "house-dishes (plural form of luQali-i' 'house-dish')") 

Kwakw'ala numeral claSSifiers fall into two classes, sortal 

(expressing shape-class) and mensural (expressing measurements of 

distance, time, price, etc.; cf. Lyons 1977). The examples above show only 
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sortal classifiers. In all there are about twenty classifiers, though the use 
of some is very limited. 

The main sortal classifiers are =u~ "human; -sg8m "bulky object; 
-caq "long Object; -l;Csa "flat object; -l;C~a "hollow, di~h-shaped object; and 
-Z8q "hole: Of these, the classifier -s98m "bulky object" has the widest 
application; it is used for all quadrupeds, stones, Objects which have hollow 
interiors but are covered (e.g. houses, boxes, and covered baske-ts), abstract 
notions (e.g. words), and anything very large, sometimes including fat 
humans. The classifier =u~ -human- is used generally when human beings are 
counted. The claSSifier -l;C~a "hollow, dish-shaped Object; accompanies 
dishes, spoons, ladles, cradles, and buckets, but not canoes; -caq "long 
object; is used for canoes, sUcks, poles, arrows, trees (?), beams, and 
ropes (?); and -l;Csa "flat object" for fish, blankets, leaves, mats, and boards. 
Finally, -Z8q "hole" Is usell for holes through boards, etc., as well as holes In 
the ground. 

Denny (1979) has presented a series of semantic features which in 
one or another combinations; he argues, structure most classifier systems. 
Of these, the features of "dimensionality" and "interioricity" seem to apply 
to Kwakw'ala classifiers, together with two other dimensions which I will 
call "humanness" and "superficience: Dimensionality, in Denny's 
terminology, refers to the dimension in which the object-class is physically 
extended.' Thus, a long object is extended in one dimension, a flat object (a 
plane) in two dimensions, and a bulky object in three. Interioricity, again 
from Denny, refers to whether something has an internal surface; in 
Kwakw'ala classifiers but not shape locatives, the internal surface must be 
open, exposed. Humanness or the lack of it needs little explanation; 
superficience refers to posseSSion by an object of an external surface. 

This last-named feature is necessary to distinguish between a hollow 
object and a hole. To distinguish between comparable categories in other 
classifier languages, Denny proposes a contrast between complete or 

1 Denny argues that extendedness of an object is a primary variable in classifying systems. 
Ho .... ever, since there is no contrast in I:: .... al:'.'·ale classifiers bet .... een something extended end 
something not extended, this variable need not be considered here. 
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incomplete "perforation: but the category "hole" in Kwakw'ala does not 
necessarily refer to perforations. The classifer -Z8q "hol!" often refers to 
holes in the ground. 5uch a hole is distinct from the interior space of a 
hollow object not because perforates anything but because it laCKS an 
external surface. Note that in Kwakw'ala verbs of handling, there are 
typically forms for all shape categOries except that of "hole: One can handle 
a hollow object, for instance a dish, but one cannot handle a hole, because a 
hole hos no external surface by which to handle it. 

TobIe I. Primary sortal numeral classifiers. 

dimensions: 1 =u~ "human" +5, -I, +H 
-caq "long" +5, -I,-H 

2 -l;Csa "flat" +5, -I, -H 

3 -s9am "bulky" +5, -I,-H 
-l;C~o "hollow" +5, +I,-H 
-Z8q "hole" -5, +I,-H 

5 = superficience, I = interioricity, H = humanness 

The shape classes which are extended primarily in one dimension 
IncluOe "long Oll)ects" aM "humans: ihe )ustlflcatlon for treatIng humans 
as "extended in one dimension" derives from the close relationship between 
elements expressing "long" end "human" in other ports of the language. For 
example, with shape-locative suffixes, the "human- and -long" classes are 
conflated. 

It perhaps needs to be emptlasized tMt "dimension" as a semantiC 
feoture does not mean dimension in any absolute, geometrical sense. All 
Kwekw'ala shape classes refer to three-dimensional objects. "Dimension" 
means relative extendedness. The primary shape class is "bulky: The basic 
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tOPological notion underlying "long objects" and "humans" seems to be a 
cylinder rather than a line; that is, something three-dimensional which has 
been elong!lted. Simil!lrly, the basic notion of "flat objects" seems to be 
something either bulky or cylindrical which has been flattened . 

A better way to represent "dimension" might be to treat "bulky 
Objects" as haying relatlye extension In 0 dimensions (see Figure I). "long 
objects" would be extended in + J dimensions (elongated on either the x or y 
!lxes), and "flat objects" extended in - J dimensions (flattened on the x or z 
axes). This analysis also has the ylrtue of deSCribing the vertical vs. 
horizontal contrast we see with flat, long and human classes in the shape 
stems and locatiye suffixes. Howeyer, the place of "hollow objects" and 
"holes" in it is not yet clear; note that "hollow objects" are also subdivided 
in terms of orientation in the stems of location (see section 4 below). 

x 

." 

................ *._---+ 

z 
+ 

Figure 1. Axes of relatiYe extension 

Another perspective on KWI:!Ir.w'l:!ll:! nllmerl:!l cll:!ssifiers is I:!ffQP:!el1 !!IJ 
the contrast between three terms for measureable dimensions. 

2. 

wa- "size of somethmg" 

wazeQ "depth of hole in ground, diameter of hole in board, inside width 
of hollow object, etc: 
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These terms are derived from various suffixes which express shape. Was~am 
"height, width, length" derives from -s~am "bulky object (classifier): and Is 
used for all measurements between external surfaces of both long and bulky 
objects. Wasgam is also used for length and, where applicable, thickness of 
flat Objects (e.g. boards). Howeyer, wazu "width (across) of flat object: 
from the shape locatiye -zu "on surface of flat Object: applies to 
measurements across a flat objecl. Measurements between intem!ll 
surfaces -- of both holes and hollow Objects -- take wazaQ "diameter of 
hole: from -zaQ "hole (classifier)" (references to usage in texts appear in 
Boas n.d.: 73-4). 

Secondary sortal classifiers include -(x)sayul< "bundle; -sgamal< 
"tribe: -(xlza~ohl"layer: -ca~st!l "movement !llong path: -xs? "(number of) 
pieces of unit: and -xlu "string of fish: All secondary sortal classifiers are 
relatiyely rare. 

Two !Ire derived from the six basic classifiers above: -ca~sta 
"movement along path" from -caQ "long object" and probe!:lij -[x]sta "on 
ground-Ieyel, down to ground-leYel"; and -s9amaK -tribe" from -s9am "bulky 
object: "Tribe" Is In fact classified In other grammatical contexts as 
"bulky": e.g. maKami? "head tribe: from maK- "bulky Object is somewhere: 
!lnd -9ami? "first, in front" (Boas 1921: 758). 

The secondary sortal classifier -lx]zaKafa "layers" Is related to a 
mensural classifier -(x)zaKala "number of directions (of motion): and 
perh!lps belongs with it. Although the meaning of the element -(x)zaK is not 
immediately apparent, -IH-e and -ala are suffixes meaning "continued 
position" and "continued motion: respectively. The two could be glossed 
"number of positions: and "number of directions (of motion): 

The secondary sortal claSSifier -(x)sayuK "bundle" seems to refer to 
discrete bunches of multiple Objects, perhaps of more than one class. It has 
not yet been determined if any of the classifiers functions as the 
"unmarked" form, to be used when the class of object is not known or for 
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some other reason not specified. Given its wide range of use, the best 
candidate is probably -sgam "bulky object." 

Though we will not discuss mens ural numeral clossifiers, a list 
follows: 

Table 2. Mensural numeral classifiers. 

-dan "fingerwidth" 
-pank "armspan, fathom" 
-!u?~ 

... . 
-xas 
-~sa 

-!anl:' 
-panIa) 
-!emko 
-txlza~ala 
-x?idMa 
-u~na 
-[x)su~ 

"amount of price" 
"day" 
"day, flat object" 
"year" 
"(number of) times (an action occurs)" 
"(number) ot 0 tim,e" 
"(number of) directions" 
"(number of) kinds" 
"poirs" 
"five pairs, i.e. tens" 

LUCy (1988) has suggested thot numerol classifiers ore an integral 
part of the plural-marking systems of the languages in which they are found. 
lucy compares nouns in numeral classifier languages with the English mass 
noun, which to be counted requires "unitization" -- the specification of 
some topological unit -- resulting in constructions like "a hunk of cheese; 
"three slices of bread: The noun in classifier languages similarly requires 
unitization, but uses only a limited group of classifiers to do so. Lucy has 
predi cted thllt in lllngullges whi ch hllve both overt pi urlll-mllrki ng lind 
numerlll classifiers, the two types of noun phrase w111 be In complementllry 
distribution. Such II situation would be compllrable, again, to the contrast 
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between English count nouns, which can be pluralized, and mllss nouns, 

which cannot and must instead take claSSifier-like const~ctions. 
While this IIrgument is intuitiyely IIppealing, it is not wholly 

applicable to Kwakw'ala. Kwakw'ala has both plural nominal forms and 
numerlll-classifier constructions, but the plurlll-marking system is 
complex, and the role of numeral classifiers in it is not immediately 
apparent. To begin with, numerlll clllssifiers are not in complementary 
distribution with overt plurlll mllrking. Plurlll nominllis frequently IIppellr in 
numeral-closslfler phrases. 

3. 

lakllsi ?6d6y6 Melnosam6yi Qutix?icII muc6Qi ?awo XIIxa~n6 AU~6S6 mu~i 
Q6Qakowa Au~asa Qa~a gigalllsgam nllanx?anaya "Lord Malnasaml? gave 
as a marriage gift four IlIrge c'anoes lind four slaves and six grizzly
beor blllnkets" (BOilS 1921: 887). 

(111- "auxilillry," -kas "emphatic," -i "3rd person subject (prenominol case 
marker)," ?ada "lord," -i "demonstr6tive," qutix- "to give 6S m6rriage gift," 
-[x]id "pllst tense," -Sll "3rd person oblique (prenominlll case mllrker)," mu
"four," -caQ "long Object (classifier)," -i "demonstrative," ?awo "large 
(plur61)," xaxa~na "canoe (plur61 form of xa~na)," Au- "conjunction," -kas 
"emphatic," -sa "3rd person oblique (prenominal case marker)," mu- "four," 
-u~ "human (classifier)," -i "demonstr6tiYe," QaQako "slave (plur61 of Qako)," 
-II "demonstratiYe," Au- "conjunction," -kas "emphatic," -S6 "3rd person 
oblique (prenominal C6se marker)," Qa~6 "six: gigala- "grizzly bear (Plural 
of gala)," -sgam "bulky object (locatiye suffix)," naanx?ani? "blankets 
(plurol of na*?ani?)," -a "demonstrotiye") 

In example above, numeral classifier constructions occur with the plural 
forms x6xa~n6 "canoes" QaQako "slaves" and gigalasgam naanx?ani? , . 
"grizzly-bear blonkets: 

Generally, Kwakw'ala nomlnals receive plur61 forms If they refer to 
humons or to things, owned by hum6ns, The plurol forms are given reg6rdless 
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of whether or not the nominal Is being counted in a numeral classifier 
construction. Nominals also receiYe plural forms when they express the 
spatial distribution of objects, or some other kind of seyerality. Though 
formally identical, the regular plural and the distributive 'plural' of 
nominals are functionally distinct, as is shown by the fact that numerals 
haye 'plural' forms (e.g. sisa~a- "plural' of sa~a- 'fiye'·). Numeral 
·singulars· express commonality, spatial grouping; "plurals' express 
seyerolity or spatiol distribution: 

4. 

la maim&tcamgita~ la~a na-!t1amu~i bibaganama "two balls [of herring spawn I 
are made for each man' (Boas 1921: 424). 

(113- 'auxiliary: maima?t- ·distributllle of ma?t 'two," -sgam 'bulky object 
(classifier): -gitaK 'something made: la~a 'introduces indirect Object 
h • '.,.\ ., 1 I' f' >! prose, n","am- p uro 0 nam- 'one;' -UK 'human (classifier): -i 

-demonstratIYe: bibaganam "'plurar Of baganam 'man'") 

The interesting distributional question is not how numeral classifer 
phrases are patterned Yis-a-Yis plural forms, but rather what it means 
when (as occasionally happens) nominals are quantified without classifiers. 
The most common nominal construction without classifiers uses qinam 
'many (nominal): deriYed from Qi- 'many" ond -nam "nomina1izer: Compare 
the fOllOWIng examPles wlth ~I-, -many: the fIrst withOut ClaSSlller ana 
the second with: 

5. 

5.a. qinami hlalQ<a 'many dishes' 
(qi- 'many: -nam 'nomina1izer: -i 'demonstratille: tualQ'i? 'dishes (plural 
form of tuq<i? 'dish'): -a 'demonstrotiYe") 
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S.b. QI~M tualQ-a "many dishes" 
(qi- 'many: -~~a "hollow object (classifier): tualQ'i? 'dishes (plural form 
of tUQ'i? 'dish'): -0 'demonstratiYe') 

Example S.a. above follows the standard form for a nominal phrase with two 
nominals: the 'adjectillal' nominal comes first, followed a demonstrative 
suffix and then the head nominal (NA-O NIl). This.is quite similar to the 
most common form of the numeral-classlfler phrase, a-c-o N. Essentially, 
the Q-C combination is treated as an adjectiyal nominal, which is giyen a 
demonstratiYe suffix so it can fit in the same syntactic slot with the head 
nominal. 

A second instance where classifiers are absent from nominal phrases 
of quantity Is In a certain type of numeral-classifier phrase with two 
nominals (two in addition to the Q-C combination). Overall, two types of 
two-nominal numerol-classifier phrases halle been identified so far. In the 
fIrst -- which Is apparently' the more common -- the classifier and the 
demonstrative ore simply repeated on the first, adjeclillal nominal, in the 
form Q-C-O NA-C-O NIl. The NA and the NIl belong to the some shape closs. 

6. 

maim&tcama lual~sami ?a?ant ·two (di~tributille) balls of herring spawn' 
(cf. Boas 1921: 424) 

(rhairha~- -dlstrlbutllle of ma?t 'two;- -sgam -bulky oblect (classifIer): -a 
'demonstratiye: lual~- 'distributille of l~~- 'ball, bunch, group" -sgam 
'bulky object (classifier): -i 'demonstrative: ?o?,mt 'herring spo~n') 

Compare example 6 with the numeral phrase qa~a gigalasgam 
naanx?anaya 'six grizzly-bear blankets' (from example 3 abolle): In the 
latter, the first nominal gigalasgam is formed of gigala- 'grizzly bears" and 
-s~am, which at first glance appears to be the classifier 'bulky object: 
Howeller, this suffix -s~am is actually functioning as a shape-locatille 
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meaning ·surface or a bulky Object: As a shape locatIve the surrtx has a 
special derivational use with the various kinds of blankets, robes, and skins. 
The pattern of the numeral phrase is probably 0 NH fIlA-D, possibly 0 fIlA 
NH-D, lacking a classifier in both versions. (We would expect either nominal 

to be classified with -)$sa "flat object:) 
These examples suggest that at least one part of LUCy'S argument Is 

applicable to Kwakw'ala. In both types of two-nominal numeral-classifier 
phrcses, the function of fIlA is to specify the shape of NH with greater 
precision. The situation Is indeed comparable to such constructions In 

English as "a hunk of cheese" which use "unitized" mass nouns. In the 
Kwakw'ala examples, the topological units being specified are "balls" of 
herring spawn and "blankets" of grizzly-bear surfaces. Apparently, in some 
circumstances the topological adjective can replace the classifier, 

becoming its functional equivalent. Two-nominal .numeral phrases without 
any classifier (0 fIlA NH-D) seem to be restricted \0 the counting of various 

ki nds of blankets, robes, and ski ns, but thi s Question needs further 

1 nvest I gat Ion. 

3, SHAPE CLASSIFICATION IN LOCATIYE SUFFIXES, 

A second area where shape classification occurs in Kwakw'ala is in 

the locative suffixes. There .are approximately hundred and thirty locative 
suffixes, which are the primary means of expressing topological and 

locative notions in Kwakw'ala. Many locative suffixes are extremely 
concrete and refer to specific natural and cpnstructed features of the 
landscape, such as house, hearth, beach, riverbank, canoe, etc, as well as to 
human and animal body parts. 

As a whole, the locative suffixes are divided into three 

interconnected but distinct subsystems, which I will term "geographical 

locatives: "somatic (body part) locatives; and "shape locatives: An 

animate/ inanimate distinction divides the somatic and geographical 
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locatives; though many somatiC suffixes can be used to&eSCribe 
geographical features, the reverse is not true.! 

Of the the three subgroups, the shape locatives are the smallest, 
numbering around a dozen. While the distinction between somatic locatives 

and geographical locatives is one of animacy versus inanimacy, shape 
locatives are organized in terms of the shape of the object, and most can 
refer to either animate and inanimate objects. In the classifiers, "humans" 

are distinguished from "long objects; but in shape locatives this contrast is 

not expressed. In general, for locative relations involving human beings, 
either shape locatives or somatic suffixes can be used. 

Table 3. Shape locatives. 

.. of onto surface, on surf ace, out of, side of, at top/ 

into inside off from beside end/edge 

HUMAN-V =u~ -(kl!en -(kl!en =nus -(xlto 

HUMAN-H =u~ -(kl!en -(kl!en =nus -ba (?) 

LONG-Y \ 

-(kl!an -(kl!en -(xlto -caQ =nus 

LONG-H -caQ -(kl!en -[kl!en =nus -ba 

FLAT-V -15sa -zu -zu -welzu -as -(slx£ (?) 

FLAT-H -l.<sa -zu -zu -welzu -as -(alnl.< 

BULKY -s~em -s9am -s~am -nu =l.<!\e 
HOLLOW -15~a -(glaga, -cu 

\ -walcu -(gleQ -(gleQ (?) -cu 
HOLE -zaQ -bata -(xlso 

II = vertical, H = horizontal 

1 With a couple of exceptions; for example the geoqraphical suffix =i~ "into an enclosure" can 
be used liith geographicellocatives. By itself =i~ usuaTIy means "into an enclosure on land, i.e. 
house or room of house: but sometime3 means "into inlet: With the somatic 3uffix • !~u 
"neck" it means "into mouth: 
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The placement or some Shape 10catlYes In the taDle aDoye IS 
somewhat tentative, and further wor\( needs to be done in this area. For 
example, -[kl!an seems to have a more general meaning of "surface of bulky, 
long or human body: which suggests a lack of contrast with -s~am 'surface 
of bulky Object: Howeyer, -[kl!an is probably just the umar\(ed form of the 
pair: -{k]!an and -sgam do contrast In some contexts, for example in ?uK"ani? 

"surface of human body: ?usgami? 'surface of bulky object" (Boas 1943: 

190, 193); note also the spec'ific meaning of "surface of long object" in such 
forms as wo,T?ani? "thick (substance) on surface of long bOdy:: thick bark on 
tree: 

The "negative" forms in the table above, with the meanings "off from, 
out of" are created with a suffix -wa-. This suffix is productive with many 

locative suffixes. Forms could no doubt be made for "off from surface of 
long object: "off from surface of bulky Object: but no examples have yet 
been found. 

The most common meaning of ::~l\e is "top of (human) head: but a head 
Is classed as a bulky object, and we do find this suffix with the meaning 
"top of bulky Object: as in han~l\€ "canoe on waYetop, canoe on top of island" 
(han- "hollow object is somewhere). It is difficult to guess whether ::~l\e 
originated as a somatic locative or as a shape locative. 

There are additional suffixes which appear to express notions of 

shape but do not fit into the above table. 

Table 4. Additional shape suffixes. 

-piq "yerticallong Object (refers to whole thing)" 
::(a)anu "long object stretched out and attached (e.g. rope)" 

-gat?a/l.-"along line or rope" 

::~l\u "ends of tree branches; leaves; animal fur" 

:aci "hollow objectfor some activity" (e.g. hama?aci "food 

dish: ham- "food, to eat") 
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-[xlso -through a hole or enclose!! space" (alSO, "InSIde a hOle"; 
see table above) 

-stu "round opening of hole or enclosed space" 

Some of these suffixes have links to other classes of locatives and may 
belong there. For example, the suffix -stu also has the meanings of "door" 

and "eye: Others suffixes may properly belong with non-locative suffixes. 
For example, ::a';i "hollow object for some activity" probably belongs with a 
group of derivational suffixes which broadly mean "place where some object 
is found or some activity occurs: The suffix =aci "hollow object for some 
actlyity" differs from -cu "Inside hollow Object" in that with the former, 
the stem denotes the thing which contains, while with the latter, the stem 

denotes the thing which is contained. 
Again, shape-locatlY~ suffixes, and locatlye suffixes In general, are 

very productive, with up to 'three locative suffixes on a stem: 

7. 

7.12. lacugatH "to go into room (la- "to go, -cu "into hollow Object: -gal 

"determinate motion" -if "In housz") 
7.b. bar\Kut€~stuyi "lower eyelid" (ban- "lower, to go lower: -Kut "one of two 

sides: -(g)eq "side, rim of hollow Object: -stu "round opening, eye" 
-I? "nominal suff1x") 

7.1:. ?h\ba"\jOOd at PO\l\t '" ~harp"(?\K- "\jOOd, to be good: -ba "el\d of 
hori zontal long object") 

7.d. {amsband "to call on telephone" ctams- "to drum rhythm: -ba "end of 
horizontal long object: -nd "inchoatiye" 

7.e. ?aWabUSx€? "cut water of canoe" (?u "empty root: ::abu "underneath: 

-[sJX€ "edge of vertical flat object ?") 

so 
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Shape locatives are frequently found with the empty root ?u-. These 
combinations are frequently used to create topological nominals, for 
example those describing geographical feotures: 

8. 
B.a. ?ubMCani? "branching river delta, branching mountain ridges" (?u, -ba 

"end of vertical long object, -cana "hand") 
B.b. ?ugel.<to?i "headwaters of river" (?u-, -(g)eQ "side of hollow object, 

riverbanl<: -[l.<]to "end of vertical long object" 
B.c. ?uK'anatis "sand bar in river" (?u-, -[kl!an "surface of long object: -atis 

"open spoce on land or in water") 
B.d. ?ustoyi "round opening, door = Seymour Narrows" (?u-, -sto "round 

opening, door, etc.). 

Many important aspects of shape 10catiYes,and in fact all lexical 
suffixes, are still poorly understood. An area which especially needs work is 
how they work in relation to the oyerall syntax of the sentence (cf. Swadesh 
1939). 

4. SHAPE CLASSIFICATION IN STEMS, 
The third area where shape classification is important in Kwakw'ala 

is in stems of location and handling. A full range of nominals and verbals are 
deriyed from these stems; they are both productive and fairly common. At 
present not enough is known to do more than guess ot the full extent of 
shape classification in stems. There are undoubtedly more of categories of 
shope stems than are presented here. 

Of all the shape stems, stems of location are the most frequently 
used in Boos' texts, and because of this the relationships among them are 
clearer. The stems of location are so called because they require locotiye 
suff1xes. 
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Table 5. Stems of location. 

neither vert. vertical vertical 
nor horiz. plural horizontal 

HUMAN 7Itl~- ~- ~al-
LONG ~a- ~- kat-
FLAT Ru~- xa~- (?) palQ- (on front) (?) 

na~- (on back) 
BULKV ma~-
HOllOW han-* max-* Qap-* 
HOLE Ka;(-

*For hollow objects, column two is "rightside up: column three "rightside 
up plural: and column four "upside down: 

As can be seen in the table aboye, the dimension of "orientation- is 
important for all categories escept bulky objects and holes. All the "upright" 
(vertical, rightside up) stems have a singular and on optional (?) plural 
fonn. Furthennore, flat objects are elaborated for a second dimension of 
orientation, front side up YS. front side down. (This prone/supine contrast 
also appears in verbs of posture.) The following examples show stems Of 
location in use: 

9. 

9.0. r.a\{- "yerticel humen is somewhere": 
latai nanal.(maYa namuKi bagonaml.(o 1I0wanuzili+ol.( ya~oso Na~o~amoYi "one 

man replied, standing alongside the place where Day Hunter lay dead" 
(Boas 1935-43: 207). 

(lala- "auxiliary: -i "3rd person subject (case marker): nanal!(m- "to reply: 
nam- "one: -u~ "human (classifier): -i "demonstrative: baganam- "man: 
-«a "apposition: Aax- -vertical person is somewhere: =nus "side of long 
thing or person: -i? -nominalizer: -IH "in house: -al.< "3rd person object" 
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ya~- "person lies dead: -!a "on rocl<: -as "place of: -a "demonstratiye: 
Na~a~ami? "Day Hunter: -i ·demonstratiYe"). 

9.b. han- 'hollow object is somewhere': 

latai NiKi~a9amayi si~?id Qas let hangaa~i lal:< ?u~sizayas Gactais 'Night 

Hunter paddled until he reached the foot of Gactais [a mountainl (60as 
1943: 19 \). 

(Jatai "auxiliary: NiKi~a9ami? 'Night Hunter: -i "demonstratiYe: si~?id "to 
paddle: Qas 'purpose: let "aUXlllary: han- "hollow object is somewhere: 
-gaa "to arriye: =i\i "stationary on water; lal:< introduces indirect object, 
?u- "empty root: -[xlsis "foot: -i? "nominalizer: -as "possessive") 

9.c. maK- "bUlky Object is somewhere": 

Ie nixamiHtudl:<a migati Qa himis maKamstalisa damsxi wapa 'he PUliS 

the hair-seals out of the canoe so that they are in shallow water' 
(Boas 1921: 45 I). 

010 'auxillary: nix- ·to PUll (on rope): -am- "plural of 10catiYe 
construction: -waf to "out of canoe: -d 'inchoatiye: -l:ta "3rd person 
Object: migat 'hair seal: -i 'demonstratiye; Qa 'purpose: himis 
"auxiliary: ma~- "bulky Object is somewhere: -am- 'plural of 10catiYe 
construction; -sta 'in the water: =is 'in open space on land or in water: -a 
"demonstratlYe: damsx- 'salty, saltwater; -I "demonstrative: wap 
'water: -a 'demonstratiYe) 

Stems of handling include many kinds of activity, including carrying, 
throwing, putting down, pushing, and breaking or tearing. The stems for 
different ·kinds of activity are structured with respect to shape class of the 

Object being handled. In general, any stem of location can be used to indicate 
the notion of handling by use of the 'transitiYiZing' suffix -a. Howeyer, the 

stems of handling express more specific notions of handling, and especially 
also the notion of movlng an object. 

These stems are yet not well understood, and the placement of some 

of the stems in the tables below is tentative. There are also many gaps. Note 
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that with stems of handling, the 'hole' class is not represent~(j, ~resumably 

because this class has no external surface which could be handled. 

Table 6. Stems of handling. 

carrying carrying 
(on shoulders) (in arms, hands) 

PERSON hamt- Qaf-
LONG wik-, yalK- kap- (V?) 

llaX- (H) 

FLAT yal~- ? 

BULKY tlx- ? 
HOLLOW ? ka- (small?) 

V = Yertical, H= horizontal 

use for an to make 
acliYity something ... 

PERSON 
LONG llaX- ? 
FLAT sap- pas-
BULKY ? kalx-
HOLLOW ):!ams- i\iQ-

putting (down) breakingl 

tearing 

? 
kat- (H?,-Iengthwise?) kuq-
gaf- (H-crosswlse) 
~ut- (V) 
paQ- (H) 

teQ-
han-

pushing 

~al-

*anQ-
? 

? 

? 

" Qap-

wal<-

? 

throwing 

sab
~ai\

nap

? 

With stems of handling, whether a long Object is held lengthwise or 
crosswise seems to be Important. 

The fOllowing excerpts from texts show stems of handling in use: 
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10. 
10.fl. hen- "to put hollow object somewhere" flnd {eq- "to put bulky object 

somewhere": 
Ie hanansasa roqi le):ee wapi qas tite):ebandaq qa wansllfaYus "he puts the 

hollow object [dish) Into the water, 8nd puts bulky objects [stones) on 
the eMs to weight It down" (Boas 1921: 493) 

(1e "auxiliary; han- "to put hollow Object somewhere; =ansa "under water; 
-S8 "3rd person oblique (case marker)," roq- "dish; -i "demonstrative; la):ea, 
Introduces Indirect Object, wap- "water: -I "demonstrative, qas "purpose: 
Meq- distributive of teq- "to put bulky Object somewhere; -ba "on end of 
horizontal long object; -nd "inchoative; -q "3rd person object; qa 
"purpose; wans- "to sink; -llfa "continued position; -ayu "instrument; -s 
"3rd person oblique (case marker)") 

10.b. ~ut- "to put flat Object vertical somewhere" and paq- "to put flat 
object horizontal somewhere": 

We, Ie ~utalsaq Q8S ~arnl'?idj):e ?apsan~IIYlls QII naQalis. We, galmisi 911fa):es Illi 
pa):ealsaQ ... "Well, he stands it [the board) on edge to adze one edge to 
make it straight. Well, when that is done he puts it flat..: (Boas 1921: 
62). 

(we "pllrticle,"Ie "auxilillry," ~ut- "to put fl8t object Yertic81 someWhere," 
-als ~on ground outside; -8 "trllnstivizer," -Q "3rd person object," QIIS 
"purpose," ~am~- "to 8dze," -[xJ?id "inchoative," -):e "3rd person object (case 
marker)," ?aps- "one side," -!an):e "edge of horizont81 flot object," -i? 
"nomin8lizer," -8S ?, Q8 "purPose," naq- "streight," -galis "moving in open 
space on land or water; gelmisi "auxiliary," 911fa "to finish," -l.(S 

"subordin8ting suffix," 18i "temporel subordimition," paQ- "to put flot object 
horizontal someWhere," -als "on ground outside," -a "trenstivizer," -Q "3rd 
person object") 

10.c. h8mt- "to C8rry person on shoulders": 
latai hamtalida ?ixsu~i cedaQ):ea babagemi "the pretty woman carried the 

boy" (Boas and Hunt 1905: 70) 
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08t81 "auxllillry," hamt- "to carry person oli ~houiders," -ala "contlnuatlYe," 
-ida "3rd person SUbject (case marker)," ?ixsu~ "pretty, beautiful," -i 
"demonstratiYe," cadaq "woman," -):ea "3rd person objecticase m8rker)," 
beb8Qam "little boy," -i "demonstrative"} 

10.d. yalf- "to carry long or fl8t object on shoulder": 
. .18i yal~?a-Halaqa):es lai nen8f la):eis gu~i "he c8rries them [the boards) out 8S 

he is retuming to his house" (Boas 1921: 62) 
(181 "8uxiliary," yal~- "to carry long or flat f1bject on shoulder," ..wa-Ha "out 
of house" -q "3rd person Object," -):es "subordinating suffix,"lai "8uxiliary, 
temporel subordin8tion," nen8f "retum,"18):e- introduces indirect object, -is 
"3rd person possessive, subject of sentence," gu~- "house," -i 
"demonstrative") 

Th6re arti no tloubt further tYjjes of handling which need to be explored 
further. For eX8mple: 

T8ble 7. Addition81 stems of h8ndling. 

nap- "to f811 into hole" 
?up "to push into hole" 
t8- "vertical long Object f811s" 
xit- "to raise vertical long object" 
la~- "to strike with round object" 
~ix- "to strike with long object" 
yalx- "to h8ng up round object" 
98*- "to hang up long object" 

There are stems for both location 8nd h8ndling which express no 
specification of shape. The "empty root" of location is ?u-, which always 
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takes at least one locative suffix. The stem da- "to take (anything) in hand" 
perhaps fills a similar function with stems of handling. 

5. DISCUSSION, 
Although shape classification is overy only in nominal expressions of 

quantification, it is nevertheless pervasive in Kwakw'ala. On the basis of 
overt classification, Allan has divided classifying languages into four 
mutually exclusive categories. The first category contains those languages 
in which the classifiers are Obligatory in expressions of quantity. Thai and 
Vacaltec (Maya) are examples of numeral-classifier languages. In the second 
category are languages like those of the Bantu family which use concordial 
classifiers, where the classifying elements are affixed to nouns, plus their 
modifiers, predicates and pro forms; and the third category consists of 
languages, like the Athapaskan ones, where the classifying elements are 
found in the predicate. Allan could only find three languages, Toba, a South 
American language, Dyirbal from Australia, and Eskimo which belong to the 
fourth type, intralocatiye classifier languages; in these languages, 
classifying elements are embedded In the locative expressions which must 
accompany nouns in most environments. 

Kwakw'ala exhibits some characteristics of three out of the four 
types. Most obviously, it is a numeral-classifier language, since numeral
classifier constructions are, with rare exceptions, Obligatory when counting 
a nominal. Kwakw'ala also exhibits some characteristics of predicate
classifier languages, except that while shape-classifying stems are 
common, they ere not Obligatory in any known context. Finally, Kwakw'ala 
shows some characterlst1cs of Intralocat1ve-classlfler languages. Here, 
there is no context in which shape locatives are obligatui~, but in some 
contexts locative suffixes -- the larger class of which shape locatives are a 
subgroup --~ requ!!"ed: with stems of location, and possibly also with 
many stems of handling. To proceed no further than numeral-classifiers in 
studying Kwal<w'ala shape classification is to ignore the full extent of an 
essential and far-reaching semantic process. 
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Overall, shape classification in Kwakw'ala exhibits both flexibility 
and constraint. With numeral classifiers, and to a lesser extent, shape 
stems there is little variation as to the shape class to which particular 
nominals are assigned. A few Object types are classifier one way with 
classifiers, another way with shape stems: the most important example of 
this is th.e canoe. When counted, canoes receive the numeral claSSifier for a 
long Object. But with shape stems they ~re invariably classed as a hollow 
object. The shape stem han- "hollow object is somewhere" is the standard 
means for elliptical reference to a canoe (e.g. hanizas "place of hollow 
ob ject on beach = where canoe is"). 

Lucy has contrasted the "combinatorial flexibility" of numeral 
classifiers with the more rigid class membership found in gender-marking 
systems of European languages. In European languages, gender is an inherent 
and unchanging property for the majority of nouns, but in the numeral
classifier languages as he describes them, nouns are not rigidly confined to 
a single class. A speaker may choose a different classifier to go with a noun 
in order to emphasize a particular aspect of the referent. For example, in 
Vucatec, hil?as "banana" combines readily with different classifiers, often 
to produce different meanings: "one long banana· is a banana fruit, "one flat 
banana· is a banana leaf, "one bulky banana" is a banana fruit again, "one load 
benana" a banana bunch, and "one planted banana" a banena tree. 

Kwakw'ala numeral classifiers do not have this flexibility. With the 
exceptions noted above, shape class in Kwakw'ala classifiers and stems 
resembles European gender in thot it is on inherent and unchanging aspect of 
HIe referenl,l'!owever, the language ls far more Ilexnlle In usage of the 
locative suffixes, allowing the expression of precise and diverse topological 
notions. For example, in example 10 above, the subject of the sentence puts 
stones on the ends (-ba "end of horizontal long object") of the hollow object. 
There are many similar examples. Houses and other covered hollow objects, 
which receive the ·bulky" numeral claSSifier, commonly receive shape
locetiyes for "hollow Objects· when something is put in or someone goes in 
to them. There is no need for Kwakw'ala numeral classifiers to combine 
flexibly; the locatlye sufflxes, especially in combination with shape stems, 
contain a for greater wealth of possibilities. 
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There Is much more to be leamed about shape classification In 
Kwa\(w'ala. In particular, many questions remain about the full extent of 

shape classification in stems of handling. Other unknowns include the 
relation of shape classification in KwaKw'ala to shape classification in 

other WaKashan languages, and the historical development of the process. It 
Is to be hoped tnat this area of Wal<ashan grammar will receive more 
systematiC attention in the future. 
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